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Abstract 

In the process of extraction of active components of plants, it is necessary to fully 
understand the state of active components in plants and implement the degree of first 
order dissolution, so as to adopt targeted and sustainable extraction and separation 
methods. In the extraction and separation of plant active components, it is necessary to 
fully extract and separate the active components, to reduce the toxicity of the original 
pharmaceutical preparations, but also to improve the drug effect, to improve the drug 
preparation, to better control the preparation and efficacy of drugs. In this paper, the 
plant active components are summarized first, and the extraction technology of plant 
active components is analyzed in detail. 
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1. Introduction 

With the increasing level of science and technology, it has been widely used in technological 

innovation, and has been further improved and developed in the extraction and separation of plant 

active components. In plants, there are many active components, which have great value in medical 

effect, so they can be used in the manufacture of traditional Chinese medicine, so as to realize the 

treatment of pathology and obtain extensive attention and research. In the development and trend of 

modernization. In the field of pharmacology and biology, the active components of plants have 

biological activity. The extraction of pharmaceutical preparations can be realized by certain means of 

extraction and separation, and applied to industrial production activities. Constantly promote the 

important industry. 

2. Plant active ingredient 

In the concept of plant active components, it is mainly aimed at the primary metabolites and secondary 

metabolites produced by the metabolic process of plants. Primary metabolites can provide necessary 

nutrients for plant development and reproduction. Generally speaking, primary metabolites are 

mainly products of plants themselves and are not active components. Secondary metabolites are 

mainly intermediate products left by primary metabolites, so there is no great relationship between 

secondary metabolites and plant growth, vice versa and development. However, most secondary 

metabolites are relatively good in biological activity and can act as active components of plants in the 

application of pharmaceutical preparations. 

In the extraction of plant active components, scientific and reasonable extraction methods and 

procedures are mainly used to extract the active components contained in plants. The plant active 

components extracted in a scientific and reasonable way can be separated and refined. In the 

extraction of plant active components, solvent extraction is generally common. In addition, there are 

many factors affecting the extraction of plant active components, such as temperature, time and 

technological level. 
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3. Methods of extracting active components from plants 

In the extraction technology of plant active components, it can be divided into the following methods: 

3.1 Traditional approach 

Among the traditional extraction methods, separation method, volume extraction method, 

precipitation method and dialysis method are mainly adopted, among which drug extract is used to 

realize impurity removal and refining. In the traditional extraction method, solid-liquid extraction can 

effectively extract the target products at different positions of plant cells, and in the target molecules, 

a series of complex mass transfer processes such as membrane permeation and diffusion of organelles 

can be realized. However, if there is no rupture in the cell wall, it needs to be accomplished by the 

permeation of the cell wall. 

3.2 Modern Extraction and Separation Technology 

In the ultrasonic extraction technology, the tissue of the plant itself is changed to break the cells, the 

active components can be dissolved, and the active components can be extracted under the action of 

diffusion and mass transfer ultrasound, such as alkaloids, flavonoids and volatile oil of lipid nucleus. 

In this process, the invalid resistance and model can effectively extract plant powder. In the process 

of extraction, it mainly acts on the core and shell interface of plant powder particles. In the process 

of ultrasonic extraction of alginate ester, the extraction time is relatively short, the temperature is 

relatively low, but the active component is relatively high. 

In the process of Weibo assisted extraction, it is a means of extracting active components of Chinese 

herbal medicine and removing pesticide residues, which is relatively high in economic efficiency. It 

is expected to change the traditional way of taking Chinese herbal medicine. Microwave is a kind of 

electromagnetic wave with a number of pages, mainly between infrared radiation and radio wave. In 

order to prevent the interference of civil microwave radar and communication, civil microwave, such 

as agriculture, science and medicine, are stipulated. At the present stage, in the process of microwave 

transmission, the reflection penetration and absorption phenomenon will be carried out according to 

the different properties of different substances, in which the molecules can produce thermal effects 

quickly after receiving microwave radiation energy. With the continuous development of microwave 

technology in China at the present stage, it is widely used in important compound, which can make a 

breakthrough in the design of instruments and equipment. 

In supercritical fluid extraction technology, supercritical fluid is mainly used to replace conventional 

organic solvents, which can achieve effective equilibrium and transfer behavior of solutes in mixtures 

that need to be separated. Carbon dioxide itself has become a common supercritical fluid substance. 

Carbon dioxide extraction technology can be used in pharmaceutical, food, feed and cosmetics and 

other industries, alkaloids and carotene compounds in plants, the polarity is relatively small, so it can 

be effectively extracted. This method can also be used for the extraction and extraction of hop extract, 

nicotine in herbs, essential oil pigment of spices, extraction and purification of plant seeds, among 

which the polarity of carbon dioxide system is relatively small, so it is necessary to add polar 

substances such as ethanol, acetone and water in the process of molecular extraction of substances 

with relatively small molecular weight. 

In the membrane ultrafiltration process, the separation of the medium can be realized under the 

condition of asymmetric micropore structure at room temperature. Under certain pressure and flow 

rate, the liquid will realize cross-flow filtration. The solvent and small molecular substances were 

filtered out, and the polymer and microparticles were separated and purified and concentrated. 

Ultrafiltration is a membrane separation technology, which can be operated at room temperature, so 

heating and phase transition can be ignored.The biological activity and physicochemical properties 

of the active components of Chinese herbal medicine can be maintained in a stable state. In this way, 

the suspended and dispersed substances in the mixture can be purified and separated, and can also act 

on the closure stage of oligomers and macromolecular substances in the solution. Therefore, 

ultrafiltration technology can be fully used in the process of extraction of traditional Chinese medicine 
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components. There is no phase transition in the separation process, no need to add any reagent 

products, the product quality is relatively high, the operation mode and conditions are relatively 

simple. 

Ultra-high pressure technology, with the characteristics of high efficiency, fast, low energy 

consumption, relatively small extraction temperature, simple operation and green environmental 

protection, has been widely used in the field of processing and pharmaceutical modification of heat 

sensitive and biological food.It can also be used to extract saponins from Panax quinquefolium root 

and realize the way of hot reflux extraction. 

In molecular distillation, it can also be called short-range distillation, which belongs to the extraction 

method of high boiling point and thermosensitive material. Liquid analysis can overflow in thermal 

state. For different diameters of molecules, the degree of freedom is different, and the flight distance 

between molecules is different. Therefore, the separation is mainly based on the properties of 

molecules. In the process of extraction and purification of molecular distillation, the evaporation 

surface of the main body of molecular distillation is used to diffuse the liquid phase, the molecular 

spatter process collides with the residual air molecules in the air, The degree of freedom of 

evaporative molecules is equal to or greater than the distance between the evaporation surface and 

the condensing surface. Finally, the molecules can be condensed on the condensing surface. 

4. Conclusion 

To sum up, with the continuous improvement of science and technology, the extraction process of 

traditional plant active components and the development and application of new technologies will be 

further developed and improved. Finally, to enrich and improve the relevant technical level and 

technical system in China. The extraction process of plant active components is beneficial to the 

production of pharmaceutical preparations and can be used as raw materials for industrial production. 

Therefore, it has a broad development prospect and more application fields in the extraction process 

of plant active components, which has great value and significance for promoting the continuous 

development and improvement of plant active component extraction technology in China. 
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